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“ Any great change must expect opposition because it shakes the very 

foundation of privilege.” Mott, 2017 , Suffrages 

Women’s Struggles for Justice 
There is a seemingly clear connection between the liberal democratic 

doctrine and the idea of feminism. The principle of the universal equality of 

human rights in the liberal democracy is compatible with the idea of 

feminism which can be defined as an idea that promotes the human rights 

and the civil rights of all women in the society as defined in 1978 within the 

framework of the “ Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen” 

during the French Revolution and in 1948 in the “ Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights” of the United Nations ( Fogiel-Bijaoui, 2011 ). Liberal 

democracy also comprises the fertile soil which is essential for the feminist 

idea to develop and be influential. 

However, a study of history leads to the conclusion that this connection was 

not clearly and simply actualized. The complexity of the relation between 

democracy and feminism is expressed in the fact that today, in the early 

21st century, representation of women in centers of power is generally low. 

Furthermore, despite the democratization processes that characterized the 

late 20th century and early 21st century, the human rights of women in the 

world are still systematically and massively violated. The freedom of many 

women is still very limited, inter alia because they do not have the basic 

right of deciding on issues pertaining to their body and their sexuality. The 

rights of a large number of women in the world to property and possession is

also very limited ( Smith, 2000 ). 
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Feminist scholars brought to light important overlooked links between 

citizenship, rights, and gender. Feminist analyses try to expand and 

challenge the way in which scholars understand central concepts, such as 

power, security, and insecurity. They also bridge between theory and reality 

by refocusing our interest on other forms of power, such as women’s rights 

and women’s insecurities, into mainstream political science and gender 

studies ( Harel-Shalev and Daphna-Tekoah, 2016 ). Åhäll (2012) , Kronsell 

(2012) , and others suggested that a specific methodology is needed for 

studying women in a male-dominated socio-political environment. Hansen 

(2006) proposed a discourse analytical framework and suggested that 

scholars be sensitive to competing identity-based discourses. Shepherd 

(2012) argued that scholars need to be attentive to the narrative through 

which individuals make sense of their experiences and the manner in which 

individuals understand their own realities. Gilligan (2015) suggested that 

scholars should be attentive to various hidden voices. 

We followed these paths and aimed to extend these epistemological 

perspectives to unveil the Women of the Wall’s experiences and narratives, 

along with their voices, conflicts, and tonalities. We extended this focus to 

women who choose to participate in socio-political-religious activities for 

religious freedom in a hierarchic patriarchal environment. 

Women’s struggles for justice influenced democratization processes in the 

world and were accompanied by developments that support women’s human

and civil rights. One of the noteworthy developments is the trend of an 

increase in the average representation of women in centers of power and 
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authority around the globe, which is expressed in ensuring representation for

women (securing), electing women to senior roles and consolidation of the 

human rights of women as part of the political agenda ( Eschle, 2001 ; Cook, 

2012 ; Goetz and Jenkins, 2018 ). 

The institution of citizenship that imparts membership in the national 

community comprises a foundation for belonging and a basis for solidarity 

between its members. As such, it creates inclusion and exclusion 

mechanisms in the community for different groups of the population, which 

are dynamic and given to change at the national, regional, and global level (

Fogiel-Bijaoui, 2011 ). 

Feminism as an idea that advances the human rights and the civil rights of 

all women in society also comprises a social movement. Feminism thus 

challenges the patriarchal discourse and the mechanisms that work for its 

institutionalization in various aspects. For example, combat is a masculine 

and patriarchic discourse and refers only to military combat, from which 

most women are excluded. The patriarchic discourse excludes women who 

fight against intimate violence, rape, and sexual harassment and does not 

refer to them as warriors, but rather as victims ( Enloe, 2013 ; Daphna-

Tekoah and Harel-Shalev, 2017 ; Harel-Shalev, 2017 ). Therfore, it is an 

action space in which organized activity of women who act within different 

frameworks takes place in the spirit of human rights in order to shape the 

social order to their advantage. In the political arena, this activity is intended

to end men’s privileges and to include women in all of society’s institutions, 
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including in the family. As such, feminism is opposed to any definition for a 

situation which is dictated by men for women. 

In her feminist thinking, Simone de Beauvoir exposed the social mechanism 

that led to the subordination of women to men in the patriarchic discourse (

De Beauvoir, 2001 , 2007 ). She claimed that “ man” and “ woman” are not “

natural” or biological traits, but are rather cultural categories, and that 

femininity and masculinity are products of education. She explained how 

biological differences between men and women were used over the course of

history as justification for discrimination against women. In her opinion, there

exists a fundamental contradiction in women’s attitude toward themselves. 

On the one hand, they aspire to express their personality and act in the 

world as free people. On the other hand, they accept the patterns and values

of human (i. e., masculine) society that perceives the woman as an object. 

De Beauvoir also severely criticized the women themselves, who cooperate 

with the patriarchic system and educate their daughters into this 

suppressive system. The essential conditions which de Beauvior presented 

for the liberation of women are changing the laws and institutions, economic 

changes, and above all moral and cultural changes. Moreover, the role of the

lesbian movements within the feminist movement was significant and 

influential. However, lesbian women are largely invisible and still suffer from 

discriminations ( Salvati et al., 2018 ). 

The feminists’ call to blur between the political-personal and the public-

private-domestic is a call to undermine the fundamental assumption of the 

hierarchy that is perceived as modern and the world that is perceived as 
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traditional ( Herzog, 2009 ; Bunch, 2018 ; Levi-Hazan and Harel-Shalev, 2019

). Feminist criticism has exposed the mechanisms that preserve patriarchy. 

In her viewpoint, there was no room for women as free people in the new 

public order in the modern age, in spite of declarations of equality and 

freedom. A new thinking scheme has established a liberal approach that 

defined an equation between the system’s needs and natural gender traits in

universal and ahistoric terms. This equation became a powerful political 

mechanism for excluding women from the public sphere and reducing their 

contribution, appreciation and value in the social-public field. 

The feminist discourse, similarly to other fields of discourse, is also an arena 

of struggle over boundaries and meaning. However, the logical thread that is

intertwined between its different streams is use of knowledge which is 

located as source for analyzing social inequality and interrelations between 

the excluding and excluded forces ( Hill-Collins, 2000 ). This analysis is made

out of theoretical and empirical analyses in order to extract the human 

experience that was pushed to the margins and to use the knowledge that 

stems from experiences on the margins in order to re-examine the social 

orders that are constantly re-organized and mark different margins ( Ellison, 

1997 ; Love et al., 2019 ). The demand for different knowledge not only 

creates a different social reality, but also a different political reality. The 

reflexive aspect of feminist logic is the political position that demands 

constant exposure of the suppression and exclusion mechanisms of different 

groups, and constant turning to the margins and to the relations between 

marginal groups and central groups ( Zwingel, 2016 ). 
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The construct feminism thus stresses women’s organized resistance to their 

subordination in any given society. It is no wonder that feminism has been 

one of the main actors in the public arena that is challenging the exclusion 

mechanisms established by the liberal civilian institution for over two 

decades ( Eschle, 2001 ; Handrahan, 2004 ). Thus, as a philosophy or as a 

movement, feminism acts with the aim of advancing women’s human rights. 

An example for this is the feminist movement’s revolution in the 19th 

century to achieve the right to vote, after a prolonged and difficult struggle 

of suffragettes that even cost some women who insisted on equal rights in 

voting their lives. Today feminism is still challenging the liberal democratic 

citizenship with the goal of connecting between it and women’s human 

rights, in different forms. We are thus witness to different organizations of 

women who act to create a new religious discourse that connects to 

women’s human rights based on a multicultural version of liberal democracy 

( Razavi, 2000 ; Fogiel-Bijaoui, 2011 ; Enloe, 2013 ). 

Similar processes in the civil and religious discourse are taking place in 

Israel. A change in women’s political civil status before the establishment of 

the State in 1948 (the first wave of Israeli feminism) enabled them to 

advance their rights within the framework of Israeli democracy. The second 

wave of Israeli feminism began in the 1970s, but feminist achievements 

became more significant only in the 1990s. Nonetheless, the descriptive 

level of representation of women in Israel is today low compared to the 

global average, both on the local and on the national level, in addition to 

establishment and non-establishment political processes, such as the 

struggle for religious-spiritual feminism ( Herzog, 2006 , 2011 ). 
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Religious Feminism 
Various scholars have linked the unequal character of society to written 

religious traditions ( Stanton, 2002 ; see in detail: Yanay-Ventura, 2011 , 2–

3). It has been argued that Christianity, Judaism, and Islam ascribe women 

and men different statuses, manifested in different duties, privileges and 

roles, as well as different property ownership rights ( El-Or, 2000 ). The 

conflict between feminism and religion is thus rooted in the model that 

religion created as its source of inspiration. As a result, radical feminism has 

asserted that freedom from patriarchy (also) requires abandoning religion, 

which was initially created in a patriarchal context ( Hartman-Halbertal, 2000

; Cicurel and Sharaby, 2007 ; Sharaby, 2016 , 2017 ). 

Yanay-Ventura’s (2014 , 2016 ) analysis indicates that the discussion of 

religious feminism begins with acknowledging the existence of this conflict (

Cohen, 2006 ). Several approaches that try to bridge feminism and religion 

have developed in the theoretical literature: adjusting feminism to religion 

by re-interpreting the concept of feminism; adjusting religion to feminism by 

redefining the concept of religion; and separating between religion and 

feminism ( Yadgar, 2006 ; Ali et al., 2008 ). Similar representations are found

in studies on religious feminist practices. The literature presents three 

strategies commonly employed by women in their religious feminist 

practices: a. women who respond to religious practices and are empowered 

by them; b. women who reject religious practices; c. women who respond 

partially, i. e., for strategic reasons respond to religion in some areas and to 

feminism in others ( Yadgar, 2006 ). 
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Over the generations, Jewish communities throughout the world defined the 

ideal behavior rules for men and women ( Libel-Hess, 2004 , 14–15). Halakha

sages often used the phrase “ All glorious is the king’s daughter within the 

palace” (Psalms 45: 14) to emphasize that women’s legitimate sphere of 

activity is within their homes. Since men were perceived as responsible for 

studying the Torah and performing rituals and customs that reinforced the 

connection to God, the appropriate sphere for their activity was the public 

Jewish sphere, which included the synagogue and the place of Torah study (

Grossman and Haut, 1992 , xxii). The Mishnah scholars exempted women 

from performing time-related commandments so that they could meet their 

family obligations ( Ramon, 2001 ). Furthermore, the sages of the Mishnah 

and the Talmud did not view women as independent legal entities, and in 

many cases compared their legal status to that of minors ( Hyman, 1976 , 

106). 

Mishnah and Talmud sages forbade women to perform ritualistic practices 

such as being counted for a minyan (a quorum of ten men required for public

prayer service), or being called up to the reading of the Torah in synagogue, 

for a number of reasons: a. their perceptions of female sexuality and the 

danger it poses for men; b. “ A woman’s voice is a sexual incitement” 

(Berakhot 24: 71; Friedman, 2009 ), implying that a woman’s singing could 

provoke a man to have intercourse with a woman other than his wife; c. the 

impurity of menstruation, which was perceived as a threat to the social order

( Douglas, 1966 , 103; Don-Yehiya, 1997 ). 
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Orthodox feminism in Israel is related to the desire for enhanced 

involvement in religious life and practices ( El-Or, 1998 ; Yanay-Ventura, 

2016 ). Later, women’s prayer groups were formed, in which women read 

from the Torah scroll ( Friedman, 2009 ). Another feature of Jewish orthodox 

feminism was renewal of rituals from which women were previously “ 

exempted,” such as reciting Kiddush or Kadish ( Vigoda, 2001 ). Rabbinical 

leadership by women is a phenomenon that has been developing in Israel’s 

modern orthodoxy over the past two decades ( Yanay-Ventura, 2014 ; Libel-

Hass, 2016 ). Since 1997, women have been ordained as rabbinical leaders 

in rabbinical courts ( Gordin, 2005 ), and as “ Halacha consultants” ( Ganzel, 

2005 ). Another model of female leadership is joint leadership by the 

community rabbi and his wife. Women also serve as heads of all-female 

colleges ( Cohen, 2006 ). 

Women of the Wall 
The Western Wall (Kotel) is the only wall that has survived from the four 

supporting walls that surrounded the old Temple in Jerusalem thousands of 

years ago. In Jewish tradition, the Western Wall is a spiritual and sacred area.

It is located near a plaza (Plaza Wall) extending to the Western Wall itself. 

Prayers are held during the day, Rosh Chodesh (the Jewish New Moon), 

holidays and Bar Mitzvah ceremonies (a Jewish coming-of-age ritual). People 

also place small pieces of paper with prayers in crannies in the wall. 

Religious prayers and rituals are conducted according to Jewish laws, as 

practiced by the Orthodox stream. Therefore, a fence divides between the 

men’s area and the women’s area (women’s assistance) and it is forbidden 
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to cross the fence. The women are thus unable to worship in the same 

manner as the men. In recent decades, the Western Wall has been the focus 

of the struggle of the Women of the Wall, a group of women who are 

struggling to achieve religious gender equality in the Western Wall area and 

to practice their rituals in the women’s section similarly to the men. This is 

the origin for the organization’s name, the Women of the Wall. 

The Women of the Wall is a feminist organization whose stated purpose is to 

allow women’s freedom of prayer at the Western Wall in the women’s 

section. The organization was established in 1988 when a group of women 

tried to hold a Rosh Hashana (Jewish New Year) prayer in the women’s 

section of the Western Wall, wrapped in a prayer shawl, putting on tefillin, 

dancing, carrying an Old Testament scroll (Torah) and reading it. These 

feminists’ rituals do not follow the patriarchal religious customs of the 

Orthodox and Ultraorthodox Jewish streams and upset some members of the 

Orthodox Jewish community, although they are regarded as legitimate by 

liberal and feminist movements who advocate for gender equality ( Jobani 

and Perez, 2014 ; Reiter, 2017 ). Rosh Chodesh ceremonies have been being 

held in the women’s section of the Western Wall by the Women of the Wall 

since the establishment of their movement in 1988. A significant portion of 

the Orthodox public, and especially the Ultraorthodox Jews, are vehemently 

opposed to these ritual. The liberal movements, i. e., the Conservative and 

the Reform Jews in Israel and around the globe advocate and support the 

struggle ( Libel-Hass, 2016 ). The body of knowledge on religious conflicts 

and their implications for the lives of women in general, and Jewish women in
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particular, is constantly growing ( Lahav, 2015 ; Schnabel, 2017 ; Schnabel et

al., 2018 ; Keysar and DellaPergola, 2019 ). 

The current study follows critical studies which indicate that the real 

challenge in conceptualizing conflict lies in analyzing these phenomena, 

while exposing power relations within the patriarchal structure ( Enloe, 2000

; Charmé, 2005 ; Ackerly and True, 2010 ). Moreover, critical and feminist 

security studies indicate that conflict cannot be fully comprehended unless 

they are studied through the prism of how people experience them in a 

myriad way. 

During the last three decades, the Western Wall was the focus of a struggle 

over its character on two levels: on the social level, in its religious and 

gender aspects, represented by the Women of the Wall (WOW) who 

advocated religious and gender pluralism; and on the political level – the 

struggle of the Reform and Conservative movements for equal footing at the 

Wall ( Chesler and Haut, 2003 ; Libel-Hass, 2016 ; Reiter, 2016 ). 

The first studies on the Women of the Wall were inside analyses by 

researchers who were among the first founders of this organization, i. e., 

Haberman (1997 , 2012) who also discussed the feminist aspect of the 

religious realm in the Israeli context and Chidester and Linenthal (1995) who 

adopted Michel Foucault’s Theory of Power to convey the unavoidable 

competition or struggle over ownership, legitimacy and sacred symbols in 

such places. The WOW phenomenon raised the debate about the use of a 

divider ( mechitsa ) for women’s prayer at the Wall prior to 1948 ( Shakdiel, 

2002 ; Charmé, 2005 ; Shiloh, 2010 ). Shakdiel (2002) , who is also a 
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women’s rights activist but from a different school of thought, rightly 

portrayed the WOW as an undermining factor in Judaism and in “ Israeli 

Ethnocracy.” Jobani and Perez (2014 , 2017) studies pertain to the WOW’s 

impact on Israeli public discourse concerning the role of religion in Israel as a

Jewish and democratic state. They suggest privatizing the administration of 

holy places for the different stakeholders and letting the State withdraw from

religion. 

We aim to expand the knowledge on women who fight for social and legal 

recognition of their rights as women, in religious conflict, i. e., to learn about 

their conflicts and processes during their activities and after facing highly 

difficult and unusual situations of violence and hostility. Therefore, the 

purpose of this study was to find the various voices of the WOW, and how 

Women of the Wall make sense of their experience in the complex conflict: 

What patterns can we trace regarding their attitude toward State policy 

makers and formal State authorities? What identity struggles, status 

conflicts, political and ethical dilemmas are prevalent in the WOW 

experiences as a consequence of their ritual and ceremonial activities? In 

this study, we explored the women’s voices and shed light on the 

complexities of the participants, woman who fight for women’s rights and 

religious freedom in a patriarchal environment and patriarchal norms. Our 

proposed methodology may extend debates in contemporary religious 

studies and political science by emphasizing the ambivalence and challenges

faced by women when fighting for their religious, public, social, political, and 

personal rights. 
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Methodology 
The Listening Guide Analysis 
Feminist security studies, and particularly conflict studies, are intellectual 

approaches that highlight the voices of the marginalized and their often-

silenced insecurities, as well as offering alternative narratives through 

feminist analyses. The methodology selected for the present study is rooted 

in these epistemological perspectives. The Listening Guide ( Gilligan, 2015 ; 

Gilligan and Eddy, 2017 ) is a method of psychological analysis grounded in 

women’s experiences and involving multi-disciplinary methods. 

The Listening Guide provides a multi-layered way of tapping into 

methodological, theoretical, epistemological, and ontological dimensions of 

the narrated subject ( Harel-Shalev and Daphna-Tekoah, 2016 ). As a voice-

centered, relational research approach, it aims to pay close attention to the 

subtleties of women’s voices and stories and access meaning in how 

individuals relate to themselves and to others. The Listening Guide 

methodology is distinctly different from traditional methods of coding in that 

one listens to the text of the interview, rather than categorizing or 

quantifying it ( Tolman, 2001 ). 

The analysis protocol includes four stages and is presented in detail in the 

section “ Research Design and Methods” ( Gilligan, 2015 ; Gilligan and Eddy, 

2017 ). The collection of different voices that compose the voice of any given

person – its range, harmonies and dissonances, distinctive tonality, key 

signatures, pitches, and rhythm – is embodied in culture and in relationships 

with oneself and with others. The Listening Guide was first applied in political
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science in studies focusing on women combatants’ experiences and in 

conflict studies ( Daphna-Tekoah and Harel-Shalev, 2014 ; Harel-Shalev and 

Daphna-Tekoah, 2015 ). 

Research Design and Methods 
The study conforms to internationally accepted ethical guidelines and 

relevant professional ethical guidelines and was approved by the head of the

Ethics Committee of Ashkelon Academic College. After obtaining approval 

from the Ethics Committee (Ashkelon Academic College), In-depth, semi 

structured interviews lasting 1–2 h were conducted with each participant. To 

assure confidentiality, each participant was identified by a pseudonym. 

We used snowball sampling for obtaining data through the observation and 

study of a focus group of 10 WOW leaders and through a series of personal 

interviews conducted with 16 women who participated in spiritual rituals, 

between 2018 and 2019. Both interviews and focus group dialogs were 

recorded and transcribed. All study participants were women, and all were 

Hebrew speakers. Some of them were both English and Hebrew speakers. 

The participants, who reside in various parts of Israel (both central and 

peripheral, and urban centers and small rural localities), were either native-

born Israelis or immigrants, representing a broad variety of ethnic origins 

(North American, Middle Eastern, or African), religious views and 

socioeconomic backgrounds. 

After obtaining the participants’ consent, the interviews were recorded and 

transcribed. All participants were assured of confidentiality, and names were 

changed to ensure anonymity. The semi-structured interview was initiated 
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with the question: “ What is the first association that arises in your mind 

when you think about the WOW?” Other questions followed regarding the 

participants’ experiences in the spiritual rituals. 

The Analysis Protocol 
According to the Listening Guide methodology, the first phase is “ listening 

to the plot.” In this phase, attention is paid to the entire story told by the 

interviewees. In the first step, one attends to what is happening: What 

stories are being told? Are there any repeated images, metaphors, or 

dominant themes? Any contradictions or absences? One also notes the larger

social context within which the researcher and participant come together. 

The narratives of the WOW women covered a description of joy from the 

spiritual ceremonies, the pleasure of feelings of sisterhood with their women 

partners. The women also shared their struggles for an equal right to a 

sacred space with us, in addition to rage and agony toward the opponents. 

The women described the Western Wall as a battle field. Moreover, the WOW

narratives reflected their direct exposure to traumatic events due to their 

spiritual faith. 

The researchers then document their reflexive elements, emotional and 

intellectual responses, thoughts and feelings to better understand how their 

responses to the interviewees might affect their perception and the analysis 

( Daphna-Tekoah and Harel-Shalev, 2017 ). During the analysis of the first 

listening, we researchers felt empathy and identification with the women 

who have been consistently attacked for the last 30 years due to their vision 

and beliefs. 
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The second phase of the Listening Guide involves composing the “ I Poem,” 

which is a core feature of the approach that serves to identify the active self.

The “ I Poem” is obtained by cutting all phrases containing “ I” from the 

transcripts and pasting them into a new text designated as the “ I Poem” (

Harel-Shalev and Daphna-Tekoah, 2016 ). The “ I Poem” stage is devoted to 

tracing how the participants represent or speak of themselves during the 

interview. The researcher highlights each phrase in which the first-person 

form (I) was used in the interview transcript and then cuts and pastes the 

underlined passages into a new file to compose the interviewee’s “ I Poem” (

Gilligan, 2015 ). 

The process can best be understood by presenting an example. For this, we 

present an examination of the interviews with Dina and Nira. 

I remember a specific traumatic moment , when we once entered the 

Western Wall area, and the security guards said they had to search my body 

for a Torah Scroll. So, I said to myself, OK, becauseI believe in upholding the 

law. Then, when they started to search my body, and touched me all over, I 

suddenly understood what injustice is in the world! I screamed at the female 

guard “ As a woman, think about what you are doing.” Then she called the 

male guard and he said to me “ You are breaking the law.” I clarified “ If so, 

arrest me.” This was my way of regaining control over my body and soul. 

Listening to the rise and fall in Dina’s tone when she spoke, and reading 

Dina’s interview, highlights her use of the first-person form (I). Dina’s “ I 

Poem” presents her self-presence during the traumatic moment of the 
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interaction with the security guards, her ability to remember the traumatic 

act and her desire for justice. 

Dina’s “ I Poem” is given below: 

I remember a specific traumatic moment, 

I said to myself 

I believe in upholding the law 

I suddenly understood what injustice is in the world! 

I screamed 

I clarified “ If so, arrest me.” 

Nira shared her experience regarding the feeling of hostility from the 

ultraorthodox women during the ceremony with us, and her way of coping 

with the hostility. 

My daughter was next to me, andI was worried for her so much…. I felt 

stronger when she stood near to me…I knew there would be female guards 

who will protect us andI was looking for them all the time…I wanted them to 

be there around us whenI entered the Kotel . While prayingI looked at her , 

the [ultraorthodox] woman andI answered her with praying. It was like 

praying dialogs. She prayed out loud in order to interfere with us, andI 

responded to her with my own praying …I felt better , it helped me. 

Nira’s “ I Poem: 
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I was worried 

I felt stronger 

I knew 

I wanted 

———— 

I entered the Kotel 

I looked at her, the [ultraorthodox] woman 

I answered her with praying 

I responded to her with my own praying 

I felt better” 

The next phases of the Listening Guide analytic technique guide the 

interviewer(s) on how to identify the various voices of the interviewees. The 

interviewers trace how the participants present or speak of themselves 

during the interview and categorize the central voices used by the 

interviewees. The Listening Guide analysis of the focus group and the 

interviews identified two simultaneous interdependent voices: The voice of 

trauma and insecurity , and the voice of sisterhood . An expressive and loud 

voice was the voice of fighting for women’s equal rights . Examples of quotes

from the transcripts that represent the various voices are presented below. 
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The Voice of Trauma and Insecurity 

With reference to the rituals, the narratives of the WOW members reflected 

trauma due to the violence against them, especially by their opponents, both

men and women, and was evidenced in the interviewees’ descriptions of 

their constant exposure to conflicts and violence. 

Emily 

The boys crowded closer and closer to us and then began running in front of 

us and stopping dead in their tracks – surrounding us, blocking us, 

preventing us from moving forward, trapping us on the stairs. In an instant I 

saw my limited options – there was no-one to help us. I had no idea how to 

call for police, the only possibility seemed to keep moving, to keep 

momentum going forward. So, I began to make double use of my heavy cane

– lifting me from step to step, also using it to push the legs of these 

ultraorthodox boys out of my way. My arm was linked with Lea’s, pulling her 

forward as I went – I had the cane, she was “ unarmed.” I was only 

peripherally aware of Lea’s male friend, who was trying to protect us, defend

us, reason with the boys, shout at them to desist. I purposely didn’t look up 

at them – that would have slowed me down… I am clearly an older person, a 

person with some sort of handicap, a person who was having difficulty 

walking, and they were not showing deference, respect, care – far from it. 

Because we are the enemy. Were they caught up in a dilemma at all? 

Whether or not they felt any moral confusion or hesitation, they spent the 

better part of 15 min body blocking us, threatening – what? It’s taken me 

more than 2 weeks to put enough distance on this to realize that it was a 

traumatic experience. 
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Odelia 

There are several levels – the violence and the injustice themselves, as well 

as the lack of attention and concern for violence and injustice. The moment 

when we lay down on the floor and hold the siddur [prayer book] are 

scalding. In those moments we experience it [the traumatic moment] and try

to survive. We also have to prove that it is a problem [the violence], that it 

does happen, and it is not our fault. That is, to use these examples to prove 

over and over what we are going through. [To prove] to the government and 

to the media. 

Varda 

I joined the Women of the Wall following my daughter, who came home 

every time [after ceremonies] with experiences of coping with the violence. I 

felt it was wrong for me to be sending my daughter to a war zone when I was

not there for her. I totally identify with the values we are fighting for. 

Adina 

Every time I entered the Western Wall area, I would be alert for the 

possibility that someone would hit me. Right in the square, outside the 

women’s section, and the men’s violence frightens me. But today I no longer 

have that, I’m not afraid. I got used to it [to the violence]. And the second 

thing is a prayer in which you stand, a complete prayer, and this is a mob of 

13–14 years old girls [ultraorthodox] with no manners. I am already 60, 

almost a grandmother, how dare they? The values of Judaism, and the “ 

respect the elders,” my hair is completely white, where are your values? So, 

they answered me – you’re Reform women…Your blood is permitted. I 

listened to the words and felt, in the air, that it will end with blood. With no 

blood it will not stop. 
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The ultraorthodox women internalize the patterns and values of the human 

(i. e., the male) society, that perceives women as an object. The challenge of

feminism is against situations of self-alienation and constant consciousness 

contradictions in women’s experiences. 

The “ We Voice”: The Voice of Sisterhood and Solidarity 

Interviewees used the “ We Voice” to describe their sisterhood and feminism.

The “ We Voice” also represents their solidarity with liberal and secular 

values. The findings of our study should be understood in the context of the 

religious conflictual situation. 

Sarah 

I don’t give up easily (laughter), and I have been doing this for 8 years. Some

have been better than others, but the determination to see it through and 

the determination not to let down the people who are depending on me, and 

not let the sisterhood down, because I think over all these years I developed 

a real sense of family and a real sense of love for my sisters. 

Hellen 

After Rosh Chodesh, I feel very strengthened, because I think we are making 

a very serious move, this is what I believe. I have friends, a group of women 

who support each other during prayers, each time we look at each other. I 

look at Talia and Talia says with her eyes, “ I’m here for you.” Nataly with her

apathetic eyes – do not worry, it’ll end. We are a strong group. The most 

difficult moment was when I saw that the other women had physical 

difficulties, when they [ultraorthodox women] attacked the elderly Women of

the Wall. If they were attacking me, a person with physical power, it would 
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be different. They attacked old women with no physical strength. It freaked 

me out. 

We had the group, I caught a position at the end of the group and kept it so 

that they will not move me from there. I did not move…. Suddenly I found 

myself out of our group and understood that the orthodox women pushed 

me out of our ceremony. So, I could not pray with my group anymore, I was 

separated from them…. Although I fought against being moved, but they 

succeeded in breaking our human chain and I remained alone. Then I 

understood the degree of the violence. 

Beth 

I have a very clear duty to protect them all, because I have a responsibility 

for the lives and safety of all of them. I am responsible for the prayers so 

that they will be successful, all these responsibilities are on me. Everything 

else is marginal. When are there huge difficulties? When I cannot take 

responsibility, I cannot stand it. For example, when I see that something is 

happening to someone from our group and I cannot get to her quickly 

enough to help her. Or when I go to the police officer, and I tell him – “ Some 

women are beating one of us, please, I want you to take her details so that I 

will be able to complain about her at the police station,” and the policeman 

replies “ No”! I feel helplessness. I have nothing to do with it, and I do not 

know how to fight that feeling of helplessness. Everything that happens to 

us, usually, I try to find a solution for the problem, if not, in the next month, 

in the next prayer [I will find a solution]. 
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Fighting for an Equal Spiritual Voice 

I really believe we are on a spiritual mission. I know we have to do it, 

because I think the picture of a woman putting on tefillin and going up to the

Torah is something that needs to be done. 

Another voice was apparent in the women’s interviews, alongside expressing

the voice of trauma resulting from exposure to the violence and hatred, and 

the voice of sisterhood . This is the voice of fighting for women’s equal rights

. The women also expressed meaningfulness, passion and determination for 

their beliefs that women have a right to an equal spiritual voice. 

This voice of fighting for equality was no less prevalent in their narratives 

and appeared alongside the other two voices. This voice exists in the 

complex historic connection between liberal democracy and feminism, as 

challenging liberal democracy and the exclusion mechanisms within it, and 

feeds on the human rights axiom that has accompanied such regimes from 

the beginnings of their existence. Concomitantly to its demand to implement

this axiom on women, this voice also shaped and continues to shape the 

institution of liberal democratic citizenship and thus expanded and 

broadened the boundaries of democracy. The feminist struggle is not only 

against patriarchy, but also against deeply rooted perceptions among 

women who themselves internalize the viewpoints that exclude them from 

equal rights. 

Tamar 

I think that the religious feminist revolution in Israel is one of the revolutions 

that are still in their early stages. These are wonderful, fascinating 
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revolutions, with very brave women. I believe that this revolution will lead to 

changes that we cannot imagine today, changes for the better. The 

masculine hegemony in religion must end. It must, it is not good for 

democracy, it is not good for the People of Israel, it is not good for women, it 

is not good for anyone except for the men themselves who are at the head 

of this hegemony and do everything, with lots of money, to preserve their 

advantage and their control. If there is something that needs to be done now

to bring about a total change in Israeli politics, in the center of power of the 

ultraorthodox, in the field, in the exclusion, it is to empower this religious 

feminist revolution everywhere, in any manner, because this is what will 

break it. 

“ Fighting for equality! This is the real change that will bring about the Jewish

subconscious – the one that women should bring about. Every time we are 

there and it’s hard for us, I do not hear the shouts or the disturbances, I 

really enjoy the prayer. I look at the women who shout and I pity them. I say 

– we’ll get to you and explain to you. I feel strong and I emerge strong, as 

long as I have hope, and we stay and do not give up, I feel victorious and this

strengthens me.” 

Ruth 

I have to say that the situation helps me, even the violence, that makes it 

strong. We were in all kinds of periods with the Women of the Wall and that 

put us in a protective, strong, and just position. This position enables us to 

notice and see women. And that reinforces our ideology, and empowers our 

faith that what we are doing is right, and emphasizes the sense of injustice 

done to us. 
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Hava 

Feeling our real mission helps me during violent situations. There is a 

stronger sense of mission than in non-violent situations. If I do not pray hard,

and people will not hear my voice, there will be no prayers… The situation is 

historical and essential. It is amazing! And if there was no violence, I might 

not have been obligated to express my voice. I simply think that the 

presence of the Women of the Wall indicates the deep faith that women 

have equal rights. Not from a place of war, we do not come to fight that 

today it is this and tomorrow it is something else. It is not from a place of 

fighting. It is from a place of standing up for your faith and for this approach 

that women have equal rights and they deserve to pray and deserve to unite

with the Torah and all the derived exaltation and that it can be reached in 

this scene, exactly as the men. 

Conclusion 
The police seemed to be skilled to frustrate my purpose. I could not strike 

them; my arms were being held. I could not even stamp on their toes, they 

seemed able to prevent that. Yet I must bring myself under arrest… A 

lecture on the law flashed through my mind. I could, even with all limbs 

helpless, commit a technical assault and so I found myself arrested and 

charged with spitting at a policeman. It was not a real spit but only, how 

shall we call it, a pout, a perfectly dry purse of the mouth. I could not have 

really have done it. Even to get the vote. Anyhow, there was no need, my 

technical assault was enough. She felt it a great comfort “ to be written off 

as a spitfire” (Pankhurst, 1905 in Atkinson, 2018 ). 
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The feminist revolution and the progress of women’s rights has changed 

dramatically in the last 150 years and affected women’s, men’s, and 

children’s lives around the globe. From the first feminists groups who fought 

for legal voting at the beginning of the 19th century, to the Women’s 

Liberation Movement, a radical multiracial feminist movement that grew 

directly out of the civil rights, antiwar, and related freedom movements of 

the 1960s. Its insight was that “ the personal is political,” with the intention 

of decentralizing structure and men’s power, and its consciousness-raising 

method allowed it to grow rapidly and influence the feminist organizations 

and women’s struggles for civil rights ( Evans, 2015 ). 

The entry of women into the public sphere is evident today, and legal rights 

have become common practice. However, women and women’s rights 

regarding religion are still debated and females are still excluded from 

religious spheres. These spheres are usually controlled by hegemonic 

masculinity and by patriarchic norms and values ( Bigelow, 2010 ). The 

significance of this study is vested in its contribution to a better 

understanding of religious feminism and the experience of women who seek 

religious equality in the religious domain, using the Women of the Wall as a 

case study. The case of these women enables us to explore nuances in their 

fight for equality, especially the fight to gain equality in a sacred, religious 

arena. 

The article contributes to the feminist discourse about religious feminism and

inclusion of women in the public domain. In this paper, we examined the 

distinction between the private and the public sphere in the context of power
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in a sacred space. While gender segregation in politics is ideological and has 

often been used to exclude and oppress women from power and politics 

positions ( Herzog, 2006 ), we argue that religion should be viewed as a 

political-ideological viewpoint that serves as a primary cultural mechanism 

for excluding women from public action. Our study suggests reading the 

religious feminist struggle in a more nuanced expression of a dialectic 

process of creating a new identity and justice, which is not dichotomous, but 

rather is multidimensional and multifaceted. 

The traumatic experiences that the WOW women were experienced during 

their fight for justice not only affected their political stance, but also their 

feelings of security and insecurity, both politically and personally. Listening 

to and analyzing the contrapuntal voices of women who fight for religious 

equality provide a way of systematically attending to the many voices 

embedded in their experiences ( Daphna-Tekoah and Harel-Shalev, 2014 ; 

Gilligan, 2015 ). 

Listening to the women’s voices and silenced voices using a feminist 

methodology enabled us to explore the feminist flame of these women and 

their persistent fight for the last 30 years against being second-class citizens

in a sacred place. In May 2013, the Supreme Court of Israel ruled that 

Women of the Wall’s prayer gatherings at the Wall should not be deemed 

illegal. This fight for religious equality is similar to other battles of women 

who fought for feminist justice, such as the struggle for the right to vote by 

the suffragettes and the struggle of women against sexual abuse, rape and 

violence ( Enloe, 2013 ). 
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Critical and feminist analyses have now brought to light important 

overlooked links between citizenship, rights and gender, with Feminist and 

critical studies aiming to reintroduce these silenced and marginalized voices.

While women play crucial roles in cultural and political reproductions of 

national and other collectives ( Yuval-Davis, 1997 ), the Listening Guide 

methodology provides a tool that can capture subconscious expression 

through investigation of voices that are usually not otherwise revealed within

the context of the feminist discourse on Silences, Women’s Voices, and 

agency. This is particularly true for the feminist fight for religious justice, 

since it deepens the understanding of the nature of trauma among women 

who seek and fight for religious equality. As such, our study has political 

implications, since it has the potential to challenge dominant and repressive 

social practices. Similarly to the experiences of women in war zones, the 

WOW shared the violence they face with us, their personal distress and the 

traumatic moments of feeling danger and threat to their lives ( Bowman, 

2014 ; Daphna-Tekoah and Harel-Shalev, 2017 ). In conjunction with the 

voice of trauma and stress, we could trace the strength of the term 

sisterhood as an essential component in the WOW’s fight for equality. They 

also use the motto of “ sisterhood is powerful” as an inspiring call to action 

and a practical application ( Klein and Hawthorne, 1997 ). 

The political and public voice of the women is increasing, and their voice is 

heard. However, the struggle of the Women of the Wall shows that these 

women in particular, and women in general, are still excluded from the 

religious space which is controlled by masculine hegemony. Similarly, to the 

struggles of the suffragettes for the right to vote, the case study of the 
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Women of the Wall enables a broader understanding of the experiences of 

women struggling for their rights to expand their personal rights in the 

religious public space ( Atran and Axelrod, 2008 ). 

Listening to the voiced and silenced voices of the women enables learning 

about the struggle of these women, about their need to expand equality to 

other areas, such as the struggle of religious feminism and equality for 

women in religious rituals. Similarities arise between the challenges faced by

the Women of the Wall and other feminist struggles for equality of women in 

religion in other places on the globe today ( Bastin, 2002 ; Albera and 

Couroucli, 2012 ; Barkan and Barkey, 2014 ). 

Since experiences and voices are signified through normative and ideological

discourses ( Harel-Shalev and Daphna-Tekoah, 2020 ), a sensitive voice-

centered methodology such as the Listening Guide enable scholars to 

identify when and how the interviewees conform to – or resist – hegemonic 

discourses. Our empirical findings not only illustrate the utility of the 

Listening Guide technique in sacred places such as the Western Wall, but 

also challenge the conventional knowledge about women and religious 

feminism through interviewing women who fight for their justice. 

The Listening Guide methodology provides a tool that can capture 

subconscious expressions through investigation of voices that are not usually

otherwise revealed. We suggest that this methodology be integrated into the

methods utilized in the Feminist arena and should be further explored in 

additional political contexts, such as security and insecurity in the public 

sphere. 
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